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 Note: Game description and contents were updated in October 2019. Gameplay Devil May Cry 5 is a free-to-play action-
adventure video game developed by Japanese video game company Capcom in collaboration with Spike Chunsoft. The game
uses a third-person perspective. As a hack-and-slash brawler, the game features a new combat system which supports light,
heavy and medium attacks and special moves and mechanics. Other features include customizable character appearances,
crafting of new abilities and weapons and weapon upgrades using parts obtained in-game. On March 19, 2019, Capcom

announced that the game had been delayed to 2019, citing the need for additional time to build the game. The game is the first
Devil May Cry game not to use the Nero (now Dante) moniker, as opposed to using the Nero alias since DmC: Devil May Cry.
It is the fourth Devil May Cry game to be officially titled as such by Capcom. Game modes The game modes are based on the
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previous Devil May Cry games, but with the addition of over-the-top over-the-top fight choreography, optional boss battles, new
boss fight features, and other gameplay mechanics. In addition to the previous standard survival mode, the game will include a

'Time Attack' mode, as well as a new challenge mode. Death's Fury Mode: The game mode is based on Death by Degrees, from
the first Devil May Cry. The player has to eliminate the enemies in any order they choose, the latter two also being enemies

which usually appear as major bosses in other game modes. Additionally, the player will receive all their health, after their last
life is spent. However, enemies that were previously stunned will resume movement as soon as the player is attacked again. Hero
Mode: The game mode is inspired by the Devil May Cry 2. The player is playing as the playable character as per the other game

modes, and receives their own ending sequence when defeating the final boss, unlike in Death's Fury Mode. Story and
characters Setting and game narrative The game takes place in a fictional city called New York City, where Dante's brother
Vergil is residing under the assumed name of Billy Mitchell, and his eldest brother, Nero, is living in a secret underground

hideout and training to be a demon hunter. The game begins with Dante, who is currently assigned by his superiors to dispose of
several rogue hunters who call themselves the Angels of Purgatory. During his mission 520fdb1ae7
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